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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a bellows pump
which is suitable as liquid transporting means for pure
water or medical solution and to be used in equipment
or apparatus for producing a semiconductor or liquid
crystal.

Background Art

[0002] A bellows pump is configured by: a pump body
which comprises a suction path and discharge path for
a to-be-transported fluid; a bellows which is placed in a
state where one end is airtightly fixed to the pump body
to form a closed space with respect to the pump body;
and an actuation plate which is attached to the other end
of the bellows so as to cause the bellows to expand and
contract with respect to the pump body. As examples of
such a bellows pump, a single-bellows type disclosed in
Patent Literature 1, and a double-bellows type (recipro-
cating pump) disclosed in Patent Literature 2 are known.
[0003] In a bellows pump which is a displacement
pump, it is known that, in the timing of switching between
suction due to the expansion of a bellows and discharge
due to contraction of the bellows, a large pressure change
(pressure rise) is momentarily produced. In the case
where the fluid is liquid such as water, the change is
shock vibration which is also called "water hammer". Vi-
bration caused by the large pressure change is transmit-
ted to an apparatus or a pipe, thereby producing a pos-
sibility that inconveniences such as that particles are gen-
erated, and that various portions are broken (for example:
a quartz-made tank which is connected to the pump
through a pipe cracks or breaks) may occur.
[0004] Conventionally, therefore, countermeasures
that the flow rate in the pipe is reduced to suppress vi-
bration, and that an accumulator or the like is added to
absorb generated vibration, thereby relaxing vibration
are taken.
[0005] However, the former vibration suppressing
means is in summary to reduce the discharge amount of
the pump, and hence there is a disadvantage that the
performance is lowered, and, in the case of the latter
vibration relaxing means, problems such as that the in-
stallation place is made large, and that the cost is in-
creased occur.
[0006] As described above, in the proposed counter-
measures for suppressing or eliminating shock vibration
which is generated because of the structure of a bellows
pump in the timing of switching between suction and dis-
charge, without causing performance reduction and in-
creases of the installation place and the cost, there re-
mains room for further improvement.

Prior Art Literature

Patent Literature

[0007]

Patent Literature 1: Japanese Patent Application
Laid-Open No. 2001-123959
Patent Literature 2: Japanese Patent Application
Laid-Open No. 2002-174180

Summary of the Invention

Problem to be Solved by the Invention

[0008] It is an object of the invention to develop and
provide a bellows pump which is further improved so that,
without causing or while suppressing performance re-
duction and increases of the installation place and the
cost, shock vibration which is generated in the timing of
switching between suction and discharge can be sup-
pressed or eliminated.

Means for Solving the Problem

[0009] The invention set forth in claim 1 is character-
ized in that a bellows pump has: a pump body 1 compris-
ing a suction path 12 and discharge path 13 for a to-be-
transported fluid; a bellows 2 which is placed in a state
where one end 2a is airtightly fixed to the pump body 1
to form a closed space 11 with respect to the pump body
1; and an actuation plate 15 which is attached to another
end 2c of the bellows 2 so as to cause the bellows 2 to
expand and contract with respect to the pump body 1,
wherein
an airtight-like space portion 19 is formed between the
other end 2c of the bellows 2 which is made of a fluorine
resin, and the actuation plate 15, and a space-facing por-
tion 20 which faces the space portion 19 in the other end
2c is elastically deformably configured so as to enable
the space portion 19 to expand and contract.
[0010] The invention set forth in claim 2 is character-
ized in that, in the bellows pump according to claim 1,
the other end 2c is formed into a plate-like portion in which
a center portion is recessed so as to be opened toward
the actuation plate, and which exhibits a substantially
bottomed cylindrical shape, and a recessed portion in
the other end 2c is configured as the space portion 19
by the actuation plate 15 in the other end 2c or sealing
means 18 placed in an annular tip end face 17.
[0011] The invention set forth in claim 3 is character-
ized in that, in the bellows pump according to claim 1,
the bellows pump is configured as a reciprocating pump
in which the bellows 2 is airtightly fixed to each of end
portions of the pump body 1, and the actuation plates 15
which are attached respectively to the bellows 2 are cou-
pled to each other so that the pair of bellows 2, 2 that are
opposed to each other complementarily expand and con-
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tract, by coupling rods 22 which are placed outside the
bellows 2.
[0012] The invention set forth in claim 4 is character-
ized in that, in the bellows pump according to any one of
claims 1 to 3, the bellows 2 is made of PTFE.

Effects of the Invention

[0013] According to the invention of claim 1, although
its detail will be described in the paragraph of embodi-
ments, the space-facing portion which faces the space
portion in the other end of the bellows is elastically de-
formable so that the airtight-like space portion formed
between the other end of the bellows and the actuation
plate can expand and contract. In the transmission (water
hammer phenomenon) of vibration due to a pressure rise
generated by sudden stop of the fluid, therefore, the in-
ternal capacity of the bellows is increased by elastic de-
formation of the space-facing portion synchronized with
the generation of the pressure rise, to absorb the pres-
sure rise, whereby the vibration can be reduced. This
causes transmission of the vibration to other apparatuses
to be reduced or avoided, and inconveniences such as
that apparatuses are broken, and that particles are gen-
erated can be suppressed or eliminated. Moreover, it is
not necessary to reduce the flow rate of the fluid, the
original performance of the pump can be sufficiently pro-
vided, and an additional buffer apparatus is not required.
As a result, it is possible to provide a bellows pump which
is further improved so that, without causing or while sup-
pressing performance reduction and increases of the in-
stallation place and the cost, shock vibration which is
generated in the timing of switching between suction and
discharge can be suppressed or eliminated. Further-
more, the bellows is made of a fluorine resin, and there-
fore a bellows pump can be provided that is suitable in,
for example, a semiconductor washing step in which
cleanness is required, or a medical solution supplying
line in which high resistance to erosion is required.
[0014] According to the invention of claim 2, the re-
cessed portion is disposed in the thick plate-like other
bellows end, and the space portion is formed between
the other end and the actuation plate. Therefore, there
is an advantage that rational and economical means in
which only a change of the bellows is requested and any
other change is not necessary can attain the above-men-
tioned effects of the invention of claim 1. Moreover, the
invention has another advantage that replacement of the
bellows enables the bellows pump to be applied to an
existing apparatus.
[0015] According to the invention of claim 3, it is pos-
sible to provide a bellows pump in which the structure is
suitable for a high capacity pump, and shock vibration in
a reciprocating pump in which also vibration tends to be
large can be effectively suppressed or eliminated, and
which has practical great advantages.
[0016] According to the invention of claim 4, PTFE is
used as the fluorine resin, and the following effects can

be attained. Although PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) is
a general-purpose fluorine resin and a material which is
relatively easily available, PTFE has excellent character-
istics such as a wide working temperature range, a chem-
ical resistance, an electrical insulation property, a low
frictional property, a nonadhesive property, a weather
resistance, and a fire retardancy, and is a material which
is more suitable for a bellows pump.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0017]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a sectional view showing the struc-
ture of a double-bellows pump (Embodiment 1).
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a sectional view of main portions
showing the structure of shock interference means.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a sectional view showing the struc-
ture of a single-bellows pump (Embodiment 2).
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a principal view showing another
structure of the shock buffering means.
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a view showing a relationship graph
between the time and the shock pressure in a water
hammer in the pump of the invention.
[Fig. 6] Fig. 6 is a view showing a relationship graph
between the time and the shock pressure in a water
hammer in a conventional pump.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0018] Hereinafter, embodiments of the bellows pump
of the invention will be described with reference to the
drawings. Fig. 1 is a sectional view of a double-bellows
pump of Embodiment 1, Fig. 2 is a partial view of shock
buffering means, Fig. 3 is a sectional view of a single-
bellows pump of Embodiment 2, Fig. 4 is a principal view
of main portions showing another structure of the shock
buffering means, Fig. 5 shows "time-shock pressure
graph" caused by a water hammer in the pump of the
invention, and Fig. 6 shows "time-shock pressure graph"
caused by a water hammer in a conventional pump.

[Embodiment 1]

[0019] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, a bellows pump A
of Embodiment 1 has a structure in which a pair of bellows
are combined with each other in a back-to-back state,
i.e., the double bellows type, and is a high capacity pump
in which the discharge amount per unit time can be set
large. The bellows pump A is configured by: a pump body
1 which is made of a fluorine resin (PTFE or the like),
and which is in the laterally middle portion; a pair of bel-
lows 2, 2 which are placed on the lateral sides (both end
sides) of the pump body 1, which are made of a fluorine
resin (PTFE or the like), and which have the common
axis (pump axis) P; a pair of air cylinders 3, 3; a pair of
intermediate cases 4, 4 which are formed continuously
with the lateral sides of the pump body 1, and which are
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made of a stainless steel material (SUS304) or the like;
a pair of end cases 5, 5 which are formed continuously
with the lateral outer sides of the the intermediate cases
4, 4, and which are made of a stainless steel material
(SUS304) or the like; pairs of suction check valves 6, 6
and discharge check valves 7, 7; a pair of proximity sen-
sors 8, 8; and the like.
[0020] Hereinafter, the pumping function will be briefly
described. The air is complementarily introduced and dis-
charged with respect to air supplying/discharging ports
a, a which are disposed on the axis P of the end cases
5, 5, from an air supplying/discharging apparatus that is
not shown, thereby causing the pair of air cylinders 3, 3
to complementarily expand and contract, so that a fluid
such as medical solution which is sucked from a fluid
sucking port ri that is placed in a side of the pump body
1 can be substantially continuously discharged from a
fluid discharging port ro that is placed above the fluid
sucking port. Namely, the pump has a structure where
the pair of the bellows 2, 2 are complementarily expand-
ingly and contractingly moved (expandingly and contract-
ingly driven), and, during a period when one of the bel-
lows 2 operates to discharge the fluid, the other bellows
2 operates to suck the fluid, so that, although having the
reciprocating structure, the pump can continuously dis-
charge the fluid.
[0021] Next, the structures of the portions will be de-
scribed. As shown in Fig. 1, the pump body 1 is formed
a flat and substantially columnar shape in which center
portions of the lateral sides are outward projected. Thick
flanges (an example of one end) 2a of the bellows 2 are
fitted into stepped recess annular grooves 1A which are
formed in lateral outer peripheral side portions of the
pump body 1, and held in a slipping-off preventing man-
ner through basal end side annular plates 9 which are
clamped between the pump body 1 and the intermediate
cases 4. A suction valve case 6A and a discharge valve
case 7A are fittingly held by a pair of circular holes (ref-
erence numerals are omitted) which are formed in the
center sides of the lateral sides of the pump body 1. Valve
elements 6B, 7B, and coil springs 10 for pressingly urging
the valve elements against valve seats 6a, 7a are incor-
porated in the respective valve cases 6A, 7A.
[0022] Circular holes 6b, 7b for passage of the fluid are
formed in tip end portions of the valve cases 6A, 7A which
are disposed in a state of projecting into pump chambers
(an example of a closed space) 11 that are internal spac-
es of the bellows 2. In the pump body 1, a suction path
12 for communicating the pair of suction check valves 6,
6 with the fluid sucking port ri, and a discharge path 13
for communicating the pair of discharge check valves 7,
7 with the fluid sucking port ri are formed. In Fig. 1, the
bellows 2 which is located on the right side is drawn in a
state where the bellows is at the top dead center where
the bellows maximally expands, and just begins to be
contractingly moved, and the bellows 2 which is located
on the left side is drawn in a state where the bellows is
at the bottom dead center where the bellows maximally

contracts, and just begins to be expandingly moved.
Therefore, the discharge check valve 7 which is in the
right side in Fig. 1, and the suction check valve 6 which
is in the left side are drawn in a state where they are
opened, and the discharge check valve 7 which is in the
left side in Fig. 1, and the suction check valve 6 which is
in the right side are drawn in a state where they are
closed.
[0023] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, each of the bellows
2 has the above-described thick flange 2a, a bellow por-
tion 2b, and a thick head portion (an example of "other
end" and "plate-like portion") 2c which has a substantially
circular shape. The actuation plate 15 is integrally at-
tached to the head portion 2c. Namely, the head portion
2c is fitted into a center circular hole 15a formed in the
actuation plate 15, and prevented from slipping off, by a
tip-end side annular plate 14 which is placed on the side
of the pump body, and which faces an outer peripheral
portion of the head portion 2c, whereby the head portion
is coupled to the actuation plate 15 so as to be moved
integrally therewith. The tip-end side annular plate 14 is
coupled to the actuation plate 15 by a plurality of bolts 16.
[0024] The head portion 2c is formed into a plate-like
portion in which a center portion is recessed so as to be
opened toward the actuation plate 15, and which exhibits
a substantially bottomed cylindrical shape, and the re-
cessed portion in the head portion 2c is configured as a
space portion 19 by placing an O-ring (an example of
sealing means) 18 on an annular tip end face 17 which
is in contact with the actuation plate 15. In a structure
where the head portion 2c is made of an elastic material
such as rubber, sealing is performed simply by pressingly
contacting the annular tip end face 17 with the actuation
plate 15. In this case, the annular tip end face 17 itself
functions as the sealing means. The existence of the
space portion 19 which is a large-diameter hole causes
the head portion 2c to be formed into a reduced-thickness
portion (an example of a space-facing portion) 20 which
has a small thickness, excluding its outer peripheral por-
tion. Since the bellows 2 is made of a fluorine resin, pref-
erably, PTFE, the reduced-thickness portion 20 can be
elastically film-transferred. The bellows 2 may be formed
by a material which is plastically and elastically deform-
able.
[0025] Namely, the airtight-like space portion 19 is
formed between the head portion 2c of the bellows 2 and
the actuation plate 15, and the reduced-thickness portion
20 which faces the space portion 19 in the head portion
2c is elastically deformably configured so as to enable
the space portion 19 to expand and contract (expansion
and contraction). The head portion 2c is formed into a
plate-like portion in which a center portion is recessed
so as to be opened toward the actuation plate 15, and
which exhibits a substantially bottomed cylindrical shape,
and it is configured as the space portion 19 in the head
portion 2c by placing the O-ring 18 which is sealing
means, on the annular tip end face 17 which is in the
head portion 2c, and which is in contact with the actuation
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plate 15. Because of the existence of the space portion
19, shock buffering means (vibration relaxing means) B
which suppresses and relaxes shock vibration (water
hammer) generated in the timing of switching between
suction and discharge (or discharge and suction) of the
fluid is configured.
[0026] The bellows 2 is made of a fluorine resin, pref-
erably, PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene), and formed not
by blow molding, but by performing a cutting process on
a cylindrical member made of PTFE by a lathe with using
a stick cutting tool, a knife, or the like. As shown in Figs.
1 and 2, the bellows 2 has a bellows-like shape in which,
in the bellow portion 2b that is located between the thick
flange 2a and the head portion 2c, a crest portion 32 and
a valley portion 33 are alternately disposed, and a disk-
like side face portion 34 is formed continuously between
the crest portion 32 and the valley portion 33.
[0027] The thickness in the apex portion of the crest
portion 32 and the deepest portion of the valley portion
33, i.e., the minimum thickness of the crest portion 32
and the valley portion 33 in the bellows diameter direction
is set to be equal to the thickness of the side face portion
34 in the bellows axis direction. Preferably, the thickness
may be set to be equal to or larger than it. More preferably,
the inner peripheral face (the inner face of the bellows 2)
of the crest portion 32, and the outer peripheral face (the
outer face of the bellows 2) of the valley portion 33 may
be configured by a curved face having a predetermined
angle R or a radius R so that an acute portion is not
produced. According to the configuration, when the bel-
lows 2 expands in the axial direction, the side face portion
34 actively flexes, and, because of the flexure, stresses
which are mainly generated in the inner face side of the
curved face are dispersed in the minimum thickness por-
tions of the crest portion 32 and the valley portion 33 or
in the vicinities thereof, and stress concentration is re-
laxed.
[0028] Particularly, the ratio of the thickness of the side
face portion 34 to the minimum thickness portions of the
crest portion 32 and the valley portion 33 is preferably
set to be in the range of 1.2 to 2.5. According to the con-
figuration, even when the thicknesses of the crest portion
32 and the valley portion 33 are not wastefully made
large, stress concentration in the portions can be effec-
tively relaxed. When the minimum thickness of the crest
portion 3 and the valley portion 33 is 1.4 mm and the
thickness of the side face portion 34 is 3.0 mm, for ex-
ample, the above-described ratio is about 2.1, and set to
be in the adequate thickness range. When the ratio is
smaller than 1.2, stress relaxation may be insufficient,
and, when the ratio is larger than 2.5, the diameter of the
bellows is increased so as to be contrary to the compact-
ness.
[0029] The right and left actuation plates 15, 15 are
loosely fitted into passing holes 4a, 4a of the intermediate
cases 4, 4, movably passed through the basal end side
annular plates 9, and screwingly fixed to the both ends
of the coupling rods 22 which are passed in a liquid-tight

state through a seal bearing 21 that is fitted into the pump
body 1. The coupling rods 22 are disposed in a plural
number (for example, four) at regular angular intervals
about the axis P. The seal bearing 21 is pressingly in-
serted or fitted into a through hole 1a formed in the
stepped recess annular grooves 1A, and inner and outer
O-rings 23, 24 are attached thereto. As described above,
the right and left actuation plates 15, 15 are configured
so as to be integrally moved in the direction of the axis
P by the coupling rods 22, and the complementary ex-
pansion and contraction of the pair of the bellows 2, 2
can be surely performed.
[0030] Next, the function and effect of the shock buff-
ering means B will be described. Usually, when a fluid
suction check valve and fluid discharge check valve
which are incorporated in a bellows pump are switched,
or when various valves which exist in a piping system,
such as an opening/closing valve, a stop valve, and a
check valve are switched, a valve element butts against
(or separates from) a valve seat, and therefore an abrupt
pressure rise due to sudden acceleration or deceleration
of a fluid is generated, thereby producing a disadvantage
that shock vibration is generated in the piping system. In
the bellows pump A of the invention, there is an advan-
tage that generation of such shock vibration is relaxed
or eliminated by the shock buffering means B which is
disposed in the head portion 2c by using the actuation
plate 15.
[0031] The water hammer will be described in a further
detail. In the case where one of the bellows expands and
the fluid enters the bellows through the fluid suction check
valve which is incorporated in the bellows pump, even
when the expansion movement of the bellows is stopped,
the fluid is caused by inertia to try to still enter the bellows
through the fluid suction check valve, and hence the pres-
sure in the bellows temporarily abruptly rises. Then, the
fluid suction check valve is suddenly closed (suddenly
interrupted), and, at this time, the fluid which tries to enter
the bellows through the fluid suction path is abruptly in-
terrupted, thereby producing a water hammer. Shock and
vibration due to by the water hammer transmit through
the piping, and cause a damage such as a crack to be
produced in a quartz-made tank or the like. Basically, a
water hammer is produced by suddenly closing a check
valve. When an abrupt pressure rise in a bellows which
causes sudden valve closing is absorbed so that sudden
valve closing does not occur, it is possible to prevent a
water hammer from being generated. As an example of
means for the purpose, it may be contemplated that the
expansion/contraction moving rate (stroke speed) of a
bellows is reduced to prevent sudden valve closing from
occurring. In this case, however, the flow amount cannot
be ensured, with the result that it is difficult to realize the
above. According to the means in which the reduced-
thickness portion 20 is disposed in the head portion 2c
as in the invention, the elastic deformation of the reduced-
thickness portion 20 absorbs an abrupt pressure rise in
the bellows, and a water hammer can be avoided or re-
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duced. Moreover, an excellent effect that it is not neces-
sary to reduce the expansion/contraction moving rate of
the bellows and a predetermined flow amount can be
ensured can be realized.
[0032] When a large pressure rise occurs, namely, the
space portion 19 functions as an air bag and the reduced-
thickness portion 20 is elastically deformed in the direc-
tion along which the capacity is reduced, as indicated by
the phantom lines in Fig. 2, and the shock buffering
means B functions so that the pressure rise in the bellows
is instantly cancelled or largely reduced. The reduced-
thickness portion 20 is designed to have sufficient
strength so as not to be substantially deformed by the
discharge pressure of the pump (more correctly, a thick-
ness at which a flexure is slightly produced but permanent
distortion does not occur). A conventional head portion
has a mere thick plate like shape in which the space
portion 19 is not disposed. By reducing the thickness
thereof, the space portion 19 is disposed between the
head portion and the actuation plate 15 so as to function
as the shock buffering means B. Therefore, an econom-
ical and rational countermeasure in which addition of a
new component, reconstruction, and a dedicated instal-
lation space are entirely unnecessary is successfully re-
alized. Replacement of the bellows 2 enables the bellows
pump to be applied to an existing apparatus. Therefore,
the bellows pump is an excellent pump which is highly
versatile.
[0033] In the transmission of vibration or so-called the
water hammer phenomenon due to a pressure rise gen-
erated by sudden stop of the fluid (kinetic energy), the
internal capacity of the bellows is increased by elastic
deformation of the reduced-thickness portion 20 syn-
chronized with the generation of the pressure rise, to ab-
sorb the pressure rise, whereby the vibration can be re-
duced. This causes transmission of the vibration to other
apparatuses to be reduced (or avoided), and inconven-
iences such as that apparatuses are broken, and that
particles are generated can be suppressed (or eliminat-
ed). Moreover, since it is not necessary to reduce the
flow rate of the fluid, the original performance of the pump
can be sufficiently provided, and an additional buffer ap-
paratus is not required. Also an effect that the footprint
and the cost are reduced can be expected.
[0034] Figs. 5 and 6 show test data of a water hammer
in the bellows pump of the invention and a conventional
bellows pump, for reference. From "time-shock pressure
graph" (a relationship graph between the elapse of time
and the degree of a water hammer in accordance with
this, i.e., the shock pressure) in the conventional bellows
pump shown in Fig. 6, it is known that the absolute value
(average) of the shock pressure is about 0.25 Mpa. From
"time-shock pressure graph" in the bellows pump of the
invention shown in Fig. 5, by contrast, it is understood
that the absolute value (average) of the shock pressure
is about 0.075 Mpa, and only 30% of the conventional
value. In other words, when the invention is employed,
a very large effect that the water shock pressure is re-

duced by 70% as compared with the conventional bel-
lows pump is attained.

[Embodiment 2]

[0035] As shown in Fig. 3, a bellows pump A of Em-
bodiment 2 is an example where the invention is applied
to a single-bellows type pump in which the bellows 2 is
disposed in only one side of the pump body 1. In the
single-bellows type bellows pump A, a pulsation reducing
mechanism 25 is disposed in the other end of the pump
body 1 in which the bellows 2 is placed in one end, and
the actuation plate 15 is provided with: a pump shaft 26
which is fixed to the actuation plate 15 in order to allow
the bellows 2 to expand and contract; a position detecting
mechanism 27 which uses the pump shaft 26, the pair
of proximity sensors 8, 8; and the like. The shock buffer-
ing means B itself in the bellows pump A of Embodiment
2 is identical with that of the bellows pump A of Embod-
iment 1.
[0036] In Fig. 3, 28 denotes a pump casing which is
attached to the pump body 1, and 29 denotes a sensing
piece which is attached to the pump shaft 26 through a
movement flange 30 so as to be integrally movable. The
head portion 2c is structured so that the head portion is
clamped between the tip-end side annular plate 14 and
the actuation plate 15 by bolts 16 which are passed
through the head portion, and, because of its configura-
tion, movable integrally with the actuation plate 15. The
portions having the same function as those of the pump
of Embodiment 1 are denoted by the identical reference
numerals, and it is assumed that their description has
been made.

[First other embodiment]

[0037] As shown in Fig. 4, the shock buffering means
B may have a structure having the head portion 2c in
which the space portion 19 facing the actuation plate is
formed in a plurality of places by, for example, disposing
a strip-like rib 31 that reaches from the reduced-thickness
portion 20 to the actuation plate 15. When one rib which
radially traverses the columnar space portion shown in
Figs. 1 and 2 while passing through the axis P is formed,
for example, two space portions 19 which are semicircu-
lar as viewed in the axial direction are formed, and, when
two ribs which intersect with each other are formed, four
space portions 19 which are quadrantal as viewed in the
axial direction are formed. According to the configuration,
the spring constant of the space portion 19 functioning
as an air bag can be changed. Although not illustrated,
shock buffering means B may be configured so that the
shock buffering means has a space portion 19 which is
configured by a recessed portion formed in a thick actu-
ation plate 15.
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[Second other embodiment]

[0038] Although not illustrated also, the shock buffer-
ing means B may be configured so that a spherical mem-
ber which can perform only elastic contraction is placed
inside the bellows 2. For example, the spherical member
may be an air-filled rubber ball in which the outside is
covered by a woven metal wire mesh, and, when a large
pressure rise such as a water hammer occurs, the rubber
ball contracts to absorb and relax the pressure. Even
when a negative pressure acts, the ball does not expand
beyond the size which is defined by the woven metal wire
mesh. Therefore, this is convenient.

Description of Reference Numerals

[0039]

1 pump body
2 bellows
2a one end
2c other end
12 suction path
13 discharge path
15 actuation plate
17 annular tip end face
18 sealing means
19 space portion
20 space-facing portion
22 coupling rod

Claims

1. A bellows pump (A) having: a pump body (1) com-
prising a suction path (12) and a discharge path (13)
for a to-be-transported fluid; a bellows (2) which is
placed in a state where one end (2a) is airtightly fixed
to said pump body to form a closed space (11) with
respect to said pump body; and an actuation plate
(15) which is attached to another end (2c) of said
bellows so as to cause said bellows to expand and
contract with respect to said pump body,
characterized in that,
an airtight-like space portion (19) is formed between
said other end of said bellows, which is made of a
fluorine resin, and said actuation plate, and a space-
facing portion (20) of the bellows (2) which faces said
space portion in said other end is elastically deform-
ably configured so as to enable said space portion
to expand and contract.

2. A bellows pump according to claim 1, wherein said
other end is formed into a plate-like portion in which
a center portion is recessed so as to be opened to-
ward said actuation plate, and which exhibits a sub-
stantially bottomed cylindrical shape, and a re-
cessed portion in said other end is configured as said

space portion by said actuation plate in said other
end or sealing means (18) placed in an annular tip
end face (17).

3. A bellows pump according to claim 1, wherein said
bellows pump is configured as a reciprocating pump
comprising an additional bellows (2), said additional
bellows placed in a state where one end (2a) is air-
tightly fixed to said pump body (1) to form a closed
space (11) with respect to said pump body; and an
additional actuation plate (15) attached to another
end (2c) of said additional bellows (2) so as to cause
said additional bellows to expand and contract with
respect to said pump body; and said additional bel-
lows (2) forming with said bellows (2) a pair of bel-
lows, and said actuation plates (15, 15) being at-
tached, respectively, to said bellows and said addi-
tional bellows so that said pair of bellows is arranged
opposed to each other, so as to complementarily ex-
pand and contract, and whereby said actuation plate
(15) and said additional actuation plate (15) are cou-
pled to each other by coupling rods (22) which are
placed outside said bellows.

4. A bellows pump according to any one of claims 1 to
3, wherein said bellows is made of PTFE.

Patentansprüche

1. Balgpumpe (A) mit: einem Pumpenkörper (1), der
einen Ansaugweg (12) und einen Auslassweg (13)
für ein zu transportierendes Fluid aufweist; einem
Balg (2), der in einem Zustand angeordnet ist, in dem
ein Ende (2a) luftdicht an dem Pumpenkörper fixiert
ist, um einen abgeschlossenen Raum (11) in Bezug
auf den Pumpenkörper zu bilden; und einer Betäti-
gungsplatte (15), die an einem anderen Ende (2c)
des Balgs befestigt ist, um zu bewirken, dass der
Balg sich in Bezug auf den Pumpenkörper ausdehnt
und zusammenzieht,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
ein wesentlich luftdichter Raumabschnitt (19) zwi-
schen dem anderen Ende des Balgs, der aus einem
Fluorharz hergestellt ist, und der Betätigungsplatte
gebildet ist, und ein raumzugewandter Abschnitt (20)
des Balgs (2), der dem Raumabschnitt in dem an-
deren Ende zugewandt ist, elastisch verformbar aus-
gebildet ist, um zu ermöglichen, dass der Raum-
abschnitt sich ausdehnt und zusammenzieht.

2. Balgpumpe gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei das andere
Ende zu einem plattenartigen Abschnitt gebildet ist,
in dem ein mittlerer Abschnitt ausgespart ist, um sich
in Richtung der Betätigungsplatte zu öffnen, und der
eine im Wesentlichen mit Boden versehene zylind-
rische Form aufweist, und ein ausgesparter Ab-
schnitt in dem anderen Ende durch die Betätigungs-
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platte in dem anderen Ende oder eine Dichtungsein-
richtung (18), die in einer ringförmigen äußersten
Endfläche (17) angeordnet ist, als der Raum-
abschnitt ausgebildet ist.

3. Balgpumpe gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die Balgpum-
pe als hin- und hergehende Pumpe mit einem zu-
sätzlichen Balg (2), wobei der zusätzliche Balg in
einem Zustand angeordnet ist, in dem ein Ende (2a)
luftdicht an dem Pumpenkörper (1) fixiert ist, um ei-
nen abgeschlossenen Raum (11) in Bezug auf den
Pumpenkörper zu bilden; und einer zusätzlichen Be-
tätigungsplatte (15) ausgebildet ist, die an einem an-
deren Ende (2c) des zusätzlichen Balgs (2) befestigt
ist, um zu bewirken, dass der zusätzliche Balg sich
in Bezug auf den Pumpenkörper ausdehnt und zu-
sammenzieht; und der zusätzliche Balg (2) mit dem
Balg (2) ein Balgpaar bildet, und die Betätigungs-
platten (15, 15) an dem Balg beziehungsweise dem
zusätzlichen Balg befestigt sind, so dass das Balg-
paar zueinander entgegengesetzt angeordnet ist,
um sich komplementär auszudehnen und zusam-
menzuziehen, und wobei die Betätigungsplatte (15)
und die zusätzliche Betätigungsplatte (15) durch
Kopplungsstangen (22), die außerhalb des Balgs
angeordnet sind, aneinander gekoppelt sind.

4. Balgpumpe gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3,
wobei der Balg aus PTFE hergestellt ist.

Revendications

1. Pompe à soufflet (A) possédant : un corps de pompe
(1) comprenant un conduit d’aspiration (12) et un
conduit de décharge (13) destinés à un fluide à
transporter ; un soufflet (2) qui est placé dans un état
où une extrémité (2a) est fixée hermétiquement audit
corps de pompe afin de former un espace fermé (11)
par rapport audit corps de pompe ; et une plaque de
commande (15) qui est fixée à une autre extrémité
(2c) dudit soufflet afin d’inciter ledit soufflet à s’éten-
dre et à se contracter par rapport audit corps de pom-
pe,
caractérisée en ce que,
une section d’espace hermétique (19) est formée
entre ladite autre extrémité dudit soufflet, qui est fa-
briquée en une résine fluorine, et ladite plaque de
commande, et une section face à l’espace (20) du
soufflet (2) qui fait face à ladite section d’espace à
ladite autre extrémité est configurée de manière dé-
formable élastiquement afin de permettre à ladite
section d’espace de s’étendre et de se contracter.

2. Pompe à soufflet selon la revendication 1, dans la-
quelle ladite autre extrémité est constituée en une
section en plaque, dans laquelle une section centrale
est encastrée afin d’être ouverte vers ladite plaque

de commande, et qui présente une forme cylindrique
principalement à l’intérieur, et une section encastrée
dans ladite autre extrémité est configurée comme
ladite section d’espace par ladite plaque de com-
mande dans ladite autre extrémité ou un dispositif
d’étanchéité (18) placé dans une face d’extrémité
annulaire (17).

3. Pompe à soufflet selon la revendication 1, dans la-
quelle ladite pompe à soufflet est configurée comme
une pompe alternative comprenant un soufflet sup-
plémentaire (2), ledit soufflet supplémentaire placé
dans un état où une extrémité (2a) est fixée hermé-
tiquement audit corps de pompe (1) afin de former
un espace fermé (11) par rapport audit corps de
pompe ; et une plaque de commande supplémen-
taire (15) fixée à une autre extrémité (2c) dudit souf-
flet supplémentaire (2) afin d’inciter ledit soufflet sup-
plémentaire à s’étendre et à se contracter par rapport
audit corps de pompe ; et ledit soufflet supplémen-
taire (2) formant avec ledit soufflet (2) une paire de
soufflets, et lesdites plaques de commande (15, 15)
étant fixées respectivement audit soufflet et audit
soufflet supplémentaire de sorte que ladite paire de
soufflets est disposée à l’opposé l’un de l’autre, afin
de s’étendre et de se contracter de manière complé-
mentaire, et sachant que ladite plaque de comman-
de (15) et ladite plaque de commande supplémen-
taire (15) are couplées l’une à l’autre par des tiges
de couplage (22) qui sont placées en dehors dudit
soufflet.

4. Pompe à soufflet selon une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 3, dans laquelle ledit soufflet est fabri-
qué en PTFE.
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